
Chief Product Officer

As a company on a mission to elevate rest, we are seeking a Chief Product Officer to help

us champion products and processes that will do just that. The Chief Product Officer is

accountable for leading, driving, and innovating end-to-end product development by

leading the Design, Merchandising and production organizations. This is a strategic

leadership role focused on bringing to life the vision and strategy to make Lunya/Lahgo

the foremost destination of rest.  They are responsible for delivering, collaborating with

and curating elevated, functional, sustainable products that speak to both our brand and

customer. He/she will elevate and guide the brand product positioning from concept, to

product creation, through selling. This leader will sit on the Lunya/Lahgo C team and

work extensively with cross-functional partners from Growth, Brand, Supply Chain,

Finance, and Inventory Management.

● Set vision for the product, and inspire, influence, and lead Production, Design

and Merchandising to achieve bold segment defining outcomes

● Ensure successful creation of a product assortment that supports brand

strategy and vision.

● Build and drive short and long-term strategies and prioritize initiatives to

deliver top line sales while increasing earnings and market share.

● Predict and capitalize on business opportunities and risks in-season through

utilizing sales performance, commercial planning and marketplace

information.

● Ensure a consistent look + feel + purpose across categories with consistently

designed product based on customer, trends, and strategy filters and that

product meets customer expectations and fit standards.

● Continuously review and lead the team to identify opportunities to increase

speed to market, rapid response, improve product execution, and minimize

returns.

● Lead and drive responsive strategies and deliver products with optimal cost,

quality and delivery.

● Create clear goals that clarify priorities and define necessary resources

● Develop alignment across product functions through strategic problem solving

and communication, focusing on the most critical issues and actionable

opportunities

● Develop objectives (short and long term), and manage the day-to-day efforts of

the teams to ensure a high level of responsiveness, flexibility, and efficiency in

achieving goals in a results-driven environment

● Deep understanding of our customer to develop a thoughtful and informed

perspective of product and market opportunities, including competition and

differentiation

● Collaborate closely with Marketing to develop and deliver product training and

other product assets.



● Lead cross functional teams with a high bar and high devotion, inspiring

people to produce their best work

Who You Are

● A big picture thinker who keenly understands where we’re going and can build

the path to get there

● Someone who balances art and science.  You use a combination of creative

intuition and data to make customer centric product decisions

● Focused on inspiring creativity and bringing strategically-oriented, bold ideas

to market.

● You are a skilled operator, able to improve/create processes with a strong

repertoire of best practices.

● You have a strong owners mindset and are able to deliver outcomes that

benefit company, team and customer

● You have deep experience leading high-performing, engaged and results

oriented teams.

● The individual must be a confident and persuasive communicator, high on EQ

and low on ego, who can inspire individuals across all levels of the

organization


